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WHAT REALLY HAPPENED TO STEAM

In Link 105 Richard Strange and Ross Woollard reported significant discrepancies in the dating of
locomotive withdrawals published in Trains Illustrated. In this issue Richard looks at the steam
locomotive ‘sale’ dates appearing in The Railway Observer, another publication we all tended to trust.
I began to compile a computer database of disposals several years before the ‘HSBT’ Project was
formed. A significant source for steam locomotive disposals to private breakers in volume terms was the
RCTS ‘Railway Observer’ (RO). Lists of locomotives purchased by breakers were provided, under
headings which described them as calendar months of sale.
I duly added information to my database, with attribution to the RO, and the sale month given. As
other document types became available for study, I began to notice contradictions with the RO
information. It eventually became clear that a majority of the sale months in the RCTS magazine were
actually months when locomotives were sent off to breakers and NOT sale months at all. Obviously,
there would be insufficient space here to document all the discrepancies, so a few examples will have to
suffice.
Under reference RAIL 254/512 at The National Archives at Kew, there exist lists of WR-operated
locomotives disposed of to private breakers. They are summaries, giving date of sale and name of the
breaker. Contractual and other legal documents are presumably separately referenced.
Example comparisons between RO and RAIL 254/512 data include:
RO ISSUE
‘SALE’ DATE
RAIL 254/512 DATE
1444
5/65
2-3/65
10/12/64
1445
5/65
2-3/65
14/10/64
1612 12/65
9-10/65
25/8/65 and was noted at breaker on 29/8/65!
1655 12/65
9-10/65
25/8/65 and was also at breaker on 29/8/65!
The last two above were neither sale months nor despatch months!
Additional relevant data came to light with the availability of transcriptions from the Cashmore records
of disposals at Newport and Great Bridge:

1613

RO ISSUE
8/65

‘SALE’ DATE
6/65

RAIL 254/512 DATE
4/5/65

CASHMORE DATE INTO YARD
Newport - 29/5/65!

I also added data from the Derby CMEE records, which the Derby Industrial Museum had kindly copied
for me.

42079
42081
42577
44727
44732
44758
44768
92019
92009

RO SALE DATE
10/67
10/67
5/67
1/68
12/67
10/68
11/67
10/67
6/68

CMEE SALE
9/8/67
9/8/67
---8/12/67
3/10/67
17/9/68
22/8/67
24/8/67
7/5/68

CASHMORE DATE INTO YARD
Great Bridge - 12/10/67
Great Bridge - 13/10/67
Newport - 27/4/67
Not applicable
Great Bridge - 4/1/68
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Newport - 8/7/68

In the case of 92009, the RO ‘sale’ month was that when the locomotive left Shrewsbury Locomotive
Disposal Concentration Point!
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Finally, the example of 92008, whose ‘sale’ date to Buttigreg varied with the RO issue – 12/67 (RO
3/68), 2/68 (RO 4/68) and 6/68 (RO 8/68). The first date was actually correct (CMEE = sold 5/12/67).
The last was when the locomotive left Shrewsbury Locomotive Disposal Concentration Point.
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